Perfect Chair®

How Do You Improve on PERFECTION?
The human body is naturally balanced, graceful and beautiful. The PC-610 Omni-Motion Classic gives
you the power to independently position your recline angle and leg elevation. The dual-motor mechanism
allows for infinite comfort positions, making this our most adjustable Perfect Chair ever. Our iconic
Perfect Chair architecture features extended armrests, elongated head pillow and ergonomic lumbar
support. Our zero-gravity ergonomics are still the best in the industry, and endorsed by physicians as the
healthiest way to sit. Stylish design cues, premium upholstery, and comfort make it perfect for any décor.
Welcome to the perfection of perfect.

WOOD BASE FINISH

PAD SET

Top-Grain Leather
Espresso Leather
PC-PAD-905-052

Ivory Leather PCPAD-905-053

Black Leather
PC-PAD-905-051
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Walnut
PC-610-105-010
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Perfect Chair®
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INFINITE COMFORT
POSITIONS

1

FULL-SUPPORT HEAD PILLOW
The comfort pillow cradles the head and neck while providing ergonomic support.

2

EXTENDED ARMRESTS
The wide and long armrests give constant support even as the chair reclines into zero-gravity.

3

5-WAY CONTROLLER
The intuitive 5-way omni-control on our most adjustable Perfect Chair offers infinite comfort
positions with a simple press and hold for zero-gravity.

4

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR SUPPORT
The adjustable lumbar system is equipped with a release valve, allowing you to customize your seating comfort.

6

INDEPENDENT LEG AND BACK ADJUSTABILITY
A revolution in zero-gravity seating, the omni-motion classic gives you dual-motor power to
independently position the recline angle and leg elevation.

7

BATTERY SAFETY FEATURE
Back-up battery will restore the chair back to the upright position in case of a power outage.
Batteries not included.

(approximate sizes)
160cm L x 78cm W x 79cm H
109cm L x 78cm W x 119cm H
56cm
125 – 175 degrees
41 kg.
181 kg.
NOTE (for all models): Footrest height when reclined is
78cm; distance to wall is 22cm
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3-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
3-Years Structural
3-Years Parts
Healthezone Pty Ltd t/a Bad Backs
Head Office 79 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
ph. 1800 615 666
©2016 Human Touch®, LLC.
Perfect Chair® and Human Touch® are registered trademarks of Human Touch, LLC. SōfHyde is
a leather-like polyurethane material that does not include any animal hide or leather. No
medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of this product. Specifications are subject to
change.

